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ABSTRACT 
 
We present in vivo noninvasive retinal and choroidal perfusion maps with phase-variance optical coherence tomography 
(pvOCT). We acquired a pvOCT volumetric data set of a normal subject and visualized blood circulation in the retina 
and the choroid. En face projection views of the retina as well as the choroid were generated from a manually segmented 
volumetric data set. In addition, the processed pvOCT images were compared to current standard imaging modalities 
used for retinal and choroidal vasculature visualization in clinical settings, including fluorescein angiography (FA) and 
indocyanine green angiography (ICGA).  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The two major blood supplies in the posterior segment of the human eye are the retinal and choroidal circulation. 
Currently, fundus fluorescein angiography (FA) and indocyanine green angiography (ICGA) are the most widely used 
techniques to visualize the retinal vasculature and choroidal circulation in a clinical setting, respectively. Several 
noninvasive imaging methods have been developed to produce perfusion maps of both the retina and the choroid similar 
to FA and ICGA. These include dual-beam optical coherence angiography [1], optical micro-angiography [2], ultrahigh-
speed widefield angiography [3], joint spectral and time-domain optical coherence tomography [4], phase-resolved 
optical frequency domain imaging [5], Doppler optical coherence angiography [6], and phase-variance OCT [7,8,9], 
each with different visualization capabilities and limitations. Two-dimensional circulation maps from the retinal layers 
acquired using the OCT based methods demonstrated analogous results to fundus FA. Unlike retinal vasculature, vessels 
in the choroid are located underneath the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), a high scattering medium for light sources 
used in fundus FA and clinical OCT. Moreover, there are highly dense vascular supplies in the choroid over the macular 
region. Due to these reasons, fundus FA or OCT reflectance imaging does not provide all details of choroidal vascular 
circulation in the macular area. 

In this manuscript, we demonstrate vessel networks in both retinal and choroidal layers extracted with phase-
variance OCT (pvOCT). We imaged a healthy volunteer’s retina over the parafoveal area and segmented between the 
retina and the choroid layer in RPE. In addition, we generated two-dimensional (2D) projection views of two vascular 
plexuses for comparison with fundus FA and ICGA images.   

 

METHODS 
 
Retinal images of a healthy 60-year-old male volunteer were acquired by a custom-built Fourier-domain OCT (Fd-OCT) 
system operating at 125,000 axial scans (A-scan) per second. Details of the system have been previously reported [9]. A 
2.2 x 2.2mm2 retinal area was acquired through a series of BM-scans, which are cross-sectional OCT images (B-scans) 
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acquired repeatedly over the same scan line. Phase changes were calculated through subtraction between consecutive B-
scans acquired within each BM-scan. Motion contrast based phase-variance processing produced three-dimensional 
microcirculation images within the human retina. [7] En face projections of the two pvOCT volume data sets were used 
to create 2D vasculature maps. Finally, magnified fundus FA and ICGA images over the same retinal area were 
compared with the processed 2D perfusion maps created from pvOCT. The fundus angiographic images were acquired 
from the Heidelberg Spectralis (HRA+OCT). 
 

RESULTS 
 
Figure 1 (a) shows an averaged OCT reflectance (left) and a phase-variance processed image (right) from a single BM-
scan, respectively, acquired over a lateral size of 2.2mm at a retinal position of approximately 6° temporal and 12° 
inferior to the fovea. In order to achieve better visualization of retinal circulation, we put the anterior surface of the 
subject’s retina close to the zero path length difference position (a red dashed line in the Figure 1 (a)) where OCT 
imaging has maximum system sensitivity [10,11]. Here, red left and right braces demonstrate depth locations 
(approximately from the nerve fiber layer to the outer nuclear layer) of manual segmentation to generate maximum 
projection views. An en face projection of OCT intensity images from the volumetric data (2.2 x 2.2mm2) is presented in 
Figure 1 (b). The maximum projection of the phase-variance processed data in the retinal layers over the same depths is 
shown in Figure 1 (c). Notice that the pvOCT image demonstrates enhanced contrast of microcapillaries compared to the 
OCT intensity projection view. A magnified FA image for the scanned area is shown in Figure 1 (d) to compare with the 
two projection views. Note that the quality of images in Figure 1 (c) and (d) is worse compared to perfusion maps 
previously demonstrated in the foveal region [7] because the optics in the OCT system have not been optimized to image 
the parafoveal retina (further away from the fovea).  

 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
 

 

Figure 1. Visualization of retinal circulation with pvOCT of the healthy volunteer’s left eye. 2.2 x 2.2 mm2 volumetric 
scanning at a location 6° temporal and 12° inferior to the fovea of the retina. (a) An averaged OCT intensity image 
(left) and a phase-variance processed image (right) from one BM-scan (three B-scans). The zero path length difference 
position (red dashed line) is located above the anterior surface. Red braces indicate locations of manual segmentation. 
(b) A projection view of OCT intensity images from the volumetric data. (c) A projection view of phase-variance 
processed images from the volumetric OCT data. (d) A magnified FA image over the scanning area. 
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For enhancement of the OCT signal within the choroidal structure, we acquired 2.2 x 2.2 mm2 volumetric data 
over the same scanning area as that of Figure 1 where the subject’s choroid was aligned close to the zero path length 
difference position (a red dashed line in the Figure 2 (a)). Figure 2 (a) left and right images show an averaged OCT 
reflectance and a phase-variance processed imaging from a single BM-scan, respectively. In order to visualize choroidal 
feeder vessels, we segmented approximately 60µm depths (marked in red braces) starting at approximately 40µm below 
the retinal pigment epithelium layer from the volumetric data. Minimum projection of OCT intensity images from the 
segmented data is shown in Figure 2 (b). In addition, Figure 2 (c) demonstrates a projection view of the phase-variance 
OCT in the choroid. Notice that there is no intensity signal or phase-variance signal inside choroidal feeder vessels in 
Figure 2 (b) and (c). In this condition, we used minimum projection to obtain contrast images for choroidal vasculature. 
A cropped ICGA image for the scanned area is shown in Figure 2 (d) which contains retinal and choroidal vasculature 
networks.  

 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

 
 

Figure 2. Visualization of choroidal feeder vessels with pvOCT of the healthy volunteer’s left eye. 2.2 x 2.2 mm2 
volumetric scanning at a retinal position 6° temporal and 12° inferior to the fovea. (a) An averaged OCT intensity 
image (left) and a phase-variance processed image (right) from one BM-scan (three B-scans). The zero path length 
difference position (red dashed line) is located below the choroid. Red braces indicate locations of manual 
segmentation. (b) A minimum projection view of OCT intensity images from the volumetric data. (c) A minimum 
projection view of phase-variance processed images from the volumetric OCT data. (d) A magnified ICGA image over 
the scanning area. 

 

 

In order to validate phase-variance processing in the larger diameter of choroidal vessels, we calculated the 
phase-variance contrast with different OCT intensity threshold levels within Figure 3. Figure 3 (b) shows a cross-
sectional image (B-scan) of pvOCT with an intensity threshold at the background intensity level determined by Figure 3 
(a). Figures 3 (c) and (d) demonstrate pvOCT B-scans with OCT intensity thresholding at 3dB and 6dB higher than the 
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same background intensity level, respectively. En face minimum projection images of the volumetric data, Figure 3 (a) ~ 
(d), segmented same depths used in Figure 2 within the choroid generates Figure 3 (e) - OCT intensity, (f) - pvOCT 
without thresholding, (g) - pvOCT with thresholding 3dB higher than the background intensity level, and (h) - pvOCT 
with thresholding 6dB higher than the background intensity level, respectively. Compared to projection views with 
different OCT intensity thresholding, we can notice that phase-variance values do not exist in feeder choroidal vessels. 
This may be caused by fringe washout of the spectrometer based Fd-OCT system for high flow rates in the vessels [12]. 
A table in the previous literature [13] summarized flow speeds of vasculature in the posterior eye obtained from human 
and animal studies where the flow velocity of the supply of choroidal vessels is approximately 50~100 times higher than 
that of microcapillaries in the retina.       

    

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

 
 

Figure 3. En face minimum projection views (2.2 x 2.2mm2) of the volumetric data according to different OCT 
intensity thresholding values. (a) An averaged OCT intensity image from one BM-scan. (b) Phase-variance OCT 
processing with intensity thresholding at the background intensity level. (c) Phase-variance OCT processing with OCT 
intensity thresholding at 3dB higher than a background intensity level. (d) Phase-variance OCT processing with OCT 
intensity thresholding at 6dB higher than the background intensity level. (e) A projection view of OCT intensity 
imaging shown in (a) from the volumetric data. (f) A projection view of pvOCT imaging demonstrated in (b) from the 
volumetric data. (g) A projection view of pvOCT imaging shown in (c) from the volumetric data. (h) A projection view 
of pvOCT imaging shown in (b) from the volumetric data. 
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To combine retinal and choroidal perfusion maps using pvOCT, we made an inverse image of the projection 
view of the choroid in Figure 3 (h) and produced Figure 4 (b). The composite image of Figure 4 (c) shows vascular 
networks in the retina from Figure 4 (a), the maximum projection view from the volumetric pvOCT data segmented in 
the retina, as well as larger choroidal vessels from Figure 4 (b), inversing the minimum projection view from the 
volumetric pvOCT data segmented in the choroid. The combined perfusion map of Figure 4 (c) is comparable to the 
cropped ICGA image, Figure 4 (d), over the scanned region.  

 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
 

Figure 4. Visualizing retinal and choroidal perfusion maps (2.2 x 2.2mm2). (a) A maximum projection view of the 
volumetric pvOCT data segmented in the retina. (b) Inversing the minimum projection view of the volumetric pvOCT 
data segmented in the choroid shown in Figure 3 (h). (c) A combined image of (a) and (b). (d) The zoomed-in ICGA 
image.   

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Phase-variance OCT allowed visualization of two-dimensional retinal and choroidal vessel networks comparable to 
fundus FA and ICGA. The en face view of choroidal circulation was created using minimum projection of the segmented 
volume, because there is no intensity or phase-variance OCT signal inside larger vessels, while phase-variance signals 
are present in the areas surrounding the larger vessels. Thus, pvOCT can be advantageous for non-invasive and more 
sensitive diagnosis of retinal and choroidal vascular diseases. 
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